There are many graph abstraction methods that are existed as solutions for problems of graphs visualization. Visualization problems include edge crossings and node occlusions that hide the potential existed patterns. The aim of this research is to abstract graphs using one of network analysis metrics which is node betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality is calculated for all graph nodes. Graph abstraction is done by removing the nodes with their attached edges such that they have betweenness centrality lower than a certain examined threshold. Experiments have been conducted and results show that the proposed abstraction method can effectively reduce the complexity of the graph visualization in term of node degree. Modularity of clusters after filtering is decreased but the final graph visualization is simpler and more informative.
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems can be represented as a graph G (N, E), such that elements of that system are nodes N while relations between these elements are edges E [1] . An example is the Zachary's karate club in which the club members are the nodes while the friendship relations are the edges [2] . Community structure is a well-known property in systems such that community is a group of elements that has intensive relations compared to relations with another groups of elements [3] . This can give useful information about the existed patterns and the underlying structure in the system. So various community detection algorithms, also known as clustering algorithms, are existed [4] .
Visualization is the process of representing graphs and clustered graphs in a pictorial view such that the system nodes, edges and detected communities are visually clear. Graph drawing problem is how to plot the graph nodes and edges in a clear and nice view, so it is easy and useful for the user to grasp information [5] . So many graph drawing algorithms are existed, and graphs are often visualized as a node-link diagram. Visualizing clustered graph should present an informative view to the user and reveal the system underlying structure by viewing distinct clusters. However, it is noticed that graphs are growing in size and being more complex in nature.
Thus representing a graph by all its elements that include important and non-important ones is not efficient in revealing the underlying structures. As a solution, abstraction, also known as filtering or simplification, algorithms are existed. Abstraction algorithms use statistical measurements in the process of filtering and highlighting the graph's important elements. The resulted graph follows the aesthetic rules, fits to be drawn using traditional layouts, clear and can be visually analyzed. There are many applications for graph abstraction, but mainly it is used to represent a clear visualization of the represented system to be easily analyzed, also to highlight and extract hidden patterns in the system.
Centrality measurements, such as betweennesss BC closeness and eigenvector, calculate the importance of a graph nodes and edges. Thus, it is a promising solution to use centrality measurements in abstracting large graphs and present a sub-graph that highlights the most effective elements in the original graph.
In this research we examine the role that nodes BC can play in abstracting graphs. First, nodes BC are calculated, second, nodes will be sorted descending in term of their calculated BC. Third, nodes that have BC below certain examined threshold will be eliminated with its attached edges from the visualization, resulting a clear graph view that reveals the underlying structure.
The paper is organized as follows: section I demonstrates the introduction, section II summarizes the most related works. The proposed method is explained in section III. Section IV presents the experimental results of the graph abstraction method and discusses the results. Finally, section V concludes the paper. summarization approaches and applications. Among the benefits, they mention the advantages of graph summarization in reducing the data volume consequently the required storage, and how the summarized graph fits the traditional graph algorithms. About the challenges that graph summarization methods face there are data volume and complexity, evaluation criteria and the dynamicity of the data. They also classify the summarization approaches into grouping or aggregation, bit compression, simplification and influence-based techniques. Graph summarization has many applications, among them they list clustering, classification and community detection. Hu and shi [7] focus in their survey, visualizing large graphs, on issues regarding large graphs. It sheds the lights on the used algorithms in drawing large graph layout, available software and datasets, categorization of visual abstraction methods of large graphs and the challenges in visualizing large graphs. As a solution, they introduce visual representation and abstraction for visualizing large graphs on the screen.
II. RELATED WORK
Crnovrsanin et al in [8] try to solve hair-ball problem by using the eigenvector sensitivity analysis. Hair-ball problem is a visualization problem such as the graph edges form clusters of confusing lines. Sensitivity analysis is a centrality metric such as eigenvector, closeness and betweenness but measures the node importance in the whole network. They first abstract the graph using eigenvector sensitivity analysis, then they draw the abstracted graph using the traditional forcedirected layout. Finally, they present a hierarchical abstraction of the network using modularity clustering.
Lin et al in [9] focus their study on small -world networks that are well-connected network with small diameter, short average path length and high clustering structures degree. They extract a sub-network from the original one using the network centrality metric, edges betweenness. The extracted sub-network is then drawn using force-directed algorithm. For preserving the original network integrity, they return back the filtered edges.
Zhou in [10] focus their work on human movements that are represented as origin-destination (OD) flows. They try to increase the semantic information by focusing on the intersections and occlusions between OD flows. First, they filter OD flows using edges betweenness, then edge bundling is applied. Finally, clustering using modularity is performed to extract OD flows patterns.
There are studies that also try to abstract graphs using their structural information. For example, removing onedegree nodes and duplicated paths is suggested in [11] , while removing the edges with highest betweenness centrality BC from the graph to isolate and cluster its subnetwork is proposed in [12, 13] . In case of scale-free networks that do not cluster well because it have nodes that are minimally connected, removing the lowest BC edges is suggested in [14] .
Despite that, abstracting graphs using the BC of its nodes has not been addressed yet. It is one of the promising abstraction methods to analyze the network in term of nodes BC that can effectively minimize the clutter in the visualized graphs.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
First, the given system is represented as a graph of nodes and edges. Each node is defined by an identification number (id) while each edge is defined by the source and target it connects them together (source and target respectively). For example, Zachary's karate club dataset is described in terms of its nodes and edges such that; nodes:{(id:0, community:0), .., (id:33, community:3)} and edges:{(source:1, target:0), (source:2, target:0), …}. Then communities within the system will be detected using fast unfolding of communities in large networks algorithm [4] . This algorithm is chosen because of its ability to detect a good quality clusters within a short computation time. In the previous example, node with (id:0) belongs to (community:0). After that, the clustered graph is drawn using force-directed algorithm [15] that plots a well-balanced graph layout and performs well with respect to minimizing edge-crossing, Fig. 2 
(a).
Betweenness centrality (BC), that indicates how often a node lies on the shortest paths between other nodes pairs, is calculated for all the system nodes according to (1):
where , counts the number of shortest paths between u and w, and , ( ) counts only the ones containing v. that have BC smaller than certain threshold are eliminated with their attached edges. About the threshold we examine two types of threshold, the first is deleting nodes that have BC equals to zero, and the second is deleting nodes that have BC less than average BC among all the graph nodes. Thus, the system visualization is clear of weak nodes and their edges, also it reveals the underlying structure. The main steps of the proposed abstraction method are summarized in Fig. 1 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets
Systems are represented as graph G (N, E) where N is the system elements and E is the relationships between these elements. An example is Zachary's karate club which is a social network of friendship between 34 members of a karate club at a US university in the 1970s. Used datasets in this research are listed in Table 1 , other datasets are available in [16] .
B. Results
Datasets described in Table ( 1) are used to study graph visualization enhancement if nodes are filtered according to their betweenness centrality. Each dataset is drawn three times; in the first time the graph is drawn using all its elements without any filtering, in the second time the graph is drawn using all its elements except nodes that have BC equals zero and their attached edges, while in the third time the graph is drawn using all its element excepts nodes that have BC less than the average BC of all nodes. Results are shown in the following tables and figures. 
Zachary's karate club dataset:
When calculating BC of Zachary's karate club nodes, we find that the highest BC equals 231.07 while there are 12 nodes that have BC equals zero. This means that these 12 nodes never have been passed through when moving in the shortest path between any couple of nodes. These nodes form 35.29% of the graph nodes, Table 2 . So deleting them from the visualization reveals the most important nodes that are passed through when moving from a node to another in the shortest path. Fig. 2(a) shows the graph with all the dataset elements while Fig.   2 (b) shows the same dataset's graph after filtering the 12 nodes with BC equals zero. It is obvious that removing the redundant nodes clarify the visualization. Although all nodes in Fig. 2(b) lies in at least one shortest path between a pair of nodes, not all of them play a controlling role in the same way. For example, the node that has BC equals 231.07 has a higher value in the graph than the node that has BC equals 0.33. So, we suggest eliminating nodes that have weak role in the graph by excluding nodes that have BC less than average BC of all nodes. Filtering using the BC average will exclude 76.47% from the nodes and the visualization shows only nodes that play the most important roles in the graph, as Fig. 2(c) shows.
It is worth to take into consideration the effects of filtering on the edges that are attached to the filtered nodes. Table 3 shows number of edges attached to the filtered nodes that have zero BC, while Table 4 shows number of edges attached to nodes that have BC less than average BC. While we mainly filter the graph from its weak and non-important nodes, also excluding their attached edges from the view present a clear graph from the crowded edges, as Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) show. In other words, it is possible to filter edges from a graph when they represent relationships between already nonimportant nodes in that graph.
Coauthorships in network science dataset:
Coauthorships dataset that has a higher number of nodes and edges acts well when filtering nodes based on their BC as Fig. 3 shows. In this figure one can notice how redundant nodes are eliminated from the final view resulting an abstracted informative graph. Table 5 lists the statistics results.
Power dataset:
Graph representation of power dataset has many disadvantages as Fig. 4(a) shows because the large number of drawn nodes that overlapped with each other and crossing edges that may distract the user. After calculating its nodes BC, we find that 29.28% of its nodes have a zero score, then eliminating this portion will clarify the view as Fig. 4(b) shows. Moreover, the graph has 86.72% of its nodes with BC less than the average BC of all nodes, then eliminating this portion will more clarify the final representation of the dataset as Fig. 4(c) shows, results are listed in Table 6 .
EuroSiSGeneralePays dataset:
EuroSiSGeneralePays dataset has nature more complex than the previous datasets and this can be explained using each dataset number of nodes and edges, Table 1 . Results are shown in Table (7) .
For example, karate club and Coauthorships datasets have number of edges such that: |E| ≈ 2 |N|, while EuroSiSGeneralePays dataset has number of edges such that: |E| ≈ 5|N|. So, we can consider it as dense edge graph, and this can explain why its abstraction just based on its nodes BC cannot clarify the visualization as happen with the previous datasets. Fig. 5(b) shows the dataset after filtering out 24.29% of its nodes that have BC equals to zero while Fig. 5(c) shows the dataset after filtering out 79.48% of its nodes that have BC less than the average. Although the graph is abstracted but it still has dense edges that presents a complex graph visualization. Graphs consist mainly of its nodes and edges, in this research we focus on filtering using the graph nodes. However, in certain types of graphs such as the dense edge ones, the edges play critical role in presenting the graph. Thus, we conclude that in case of dense edge graphs to be optimally visualized, not abstracting them based on their nodes metrics only, moreover edges metrics must be also taken in consideration. Abstracting such type of graphs can be done using both its nodes and edges metrics. We think it will be more effective in his case to combine other techniques with filtering nodes using their BC, such techniques includes for example the most used one which is edge bundling. 
Copyright
C. Discussion
In this section we discuss the effect of filtering process in term of changing the structure between the original graph and the abstracted one in both cases; the case in which nodes with zero BC are removed and the case in which nodes with BC less than average BC are removed.
Feature extraction is one of the proposed techniques that state that similar graphs tend to share certain properties like degree distribution, diameter and eigenvalues [20] .
Degree:
The degree of a node is the number of edges connected to the node. In term of the adjacency matrix A, the degree for a node indexed by i in an undirected network is calculated using (2).
= ∑
Copyright © 2019 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2019, 11, 10-17 Average degree of the original network is compared to that in the abstracted ones when nodes with zero BC and nodes with BC less than AVG (BC), results are listed in Table 8 . As it is obvious that the average degree is increased in all datasets when BC = 0 nodes are removed except in Coauthorship dataset. This could be referred to the critical role of edges in that dataset, but it is still approximately in the same dataset when BC < AVG (BC) nodes, we guess for the same reason. However, average degree value decreases in Karate dataset, we guess because the small size for this dataset.
Modularity:
We compute modularity that measures the quality of the graph clusters. Modularity compares edge density between nodes within a cluster with edge density with nodes outside that cluster. Modularity is computed in both cases; when filtering nodes that have (BC = 0) and when filtering nodes that have (BC < avg (BC)) using (3).
where is the weight of the edge between i and j, = ∑ is the sum of the weight of the edges attached to vertex i, is the community to which vertex i belongs, the -function δ(u, v) is 1 if u = v and 0 otherwise and = 1 2 ∑ .
Because of large portion of nodes and edges are removed from the original graph, modularity is decreased in both cases, results are shown in Table 9 .
Graph structure:
Deleting nodes that have BC < avg (BC) or BC = 0 affects negatively on modularity because there is a case in which a cluster will has only one node. So, we try to filter nodes taken into consideration maintaining the structure by excluding from filtering those nodes that will be alone in their cluster. Also, we exclud from filtering those clusters that have number of nodes less than the average number of nodes in all clusters. Table 10 shows that excluding from filtering only single node clusters only enhance the karate club modularity but still affects negatively on modularity of the datasets comparing with their original modularity. Table 11 shows that excluding from filtering clusters that have number of nodes less than the average number of nodes per cluster for all clusters only enhances the EuroSiSGeneralPays modularity but still affects negatively on other datasets original modularity. We refer the negative effect of filtering on the resulted modularity to the modularity metric itself, since modularity takes mainly in its calculation the graph edges. On the other hand, the proposed filtering method use the graph nodes without taken its edges into consideration. Thus, filtering using the graph nodes without missing the role of its edges, especially in certain types of graphs such as the edge dense graph is a candidate solution. For example, filtering process could be implemented such that excluding important edges in the graph from filtering. Important edges could be identified using their BC values.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Graph visualization is considered an important tool to be used in many fields such as data mining, knowledge discovery and pattern recognition. In graph visualization, eliminating non important nodes and maintaining nodes that play a control role results an enhanced visualization of the represented system, also revealing its underlying structure. In this research, we suggest to eliminate nodes that are rarely existed in the shortest path between other graph nodes, by using nodes betweenness centrality measurement BC. Although using BC shows an abstracted view of graphs, graphs that are considered dense edge ones require another level of abstraction that take in the consideration the edges properties. As a future work, we aim to extend the proposed method by studying the enhancement on large and dense graph visualization using a hybrid abstraction method that rely on graph nodes and edges properties. Another candidate solution that can enhance filtering process is to filter nodes taken into consideration modularity value to not be decreased under certain value that could be a user-define value. We guess that this will be a promising solution for abstracting large dense graphs, in addition to preserving the graph structure that is indicated by metrics such as modularity.
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